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Talking money as a couple
Gain fresh ideas for syncing up your approach to household finances.

She loves gardening, so she handles the yardwork.
He loves to cook, so he handles the grocery shopping.
Splitting household tasks by preference and ability is a
fine idea – except when it comes to financial matters.
That’s because having one partner in charge of all financial decisions
– a sort of household CFO – creates a financial risk for the “nonCFO” in the relationship. For example, nearly 74% of women who
outsourced the money management to male partners discovered an
unpleasant financial surprise after divorce or widowhood, according
to a 2019 UBS survey of high-net-worth women.
It’s important for both you and your partner to understand the
basics of shared finances, even if you prefer to be hands off or take
the lead. In the survey, nine out of 10 women who said they share
responsibility for long-term planning and investing reported more
confidence in their financial future. Collaborating can also improve
the quality of your relationship. According to TD Bank’s 2018 Love
& Money Survey, couples are happier when they talk about money
matters regularly. Nearly 90% of happy couples discuss finances
once a month.
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Here are four ways to ensure you’re working as an equally
empowered team on all things financial.

FINANCIAL DATE NIGHT
There’s value in setting aside distraction-free time to discuss
what’s on your mind when it comes to money. Having a monthly
budget check-in over a relaxed meal with your partner can help
you connect everyday spending with the big picture goals you’re
planning for, whether it’s a vacation home or your retirement.
Personal finance author Farnoosh Torabi suggests the following
script to get the ball rolling:
“I know it’s not the most exciting thing to talk about, but it would
make me a lot more comfortable if we could go over our finances
together. I just think it’s helpful if we share the basics so that we’re
both on the same page and can work toward common goals.”
Torabi also shares that her first “money summit” with her soon-tobe husband was at their favorite bar over a round of margaritas. A
fun and familiar setting helped ease the tension, she says.
If you’re in the habit of discussing spending and budgeting, take the
Continued on the back page
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4 digital detox tips
Explore ways to use your time – and your screens – wisely.

Tech neck. Texting thumb. Digital eye strain. These modernday discomforts reveal an unhealthy relationship with
our devices.
The average American adult spends more than three and a half hours
a day on a mobile device – adding up to more than 24 hours each
week, a 2019 survey from eMarketer shows. And that was before a
pandemic threw a wet blanket over interacting with people offline.
Whether or not your smartphone has become a literal pain in the
neck, it might be time for a little digital detox. The good news is that
you don’t have to dump the device entirely to benefit. Instead, “focus
on a few online behaviors that return you a lot of value – while happily
missing out on everything else,” Cal Newport, author of “Digital
Minimalism,” told Real Simple magazine. We’ve gathered some small
tweaks that can make a big difference. Read on for four ways to ditch
most digital distractions.

TIP #1: Measure your digital intake and look for patterns.
You probably have a strong suspicion that you use your smartphone
or tablet too much, but having the data stare you in the face can jolt
you into taking action. There are standard apps for this on Android
and iOS systems (Digital Wellbeing and Screen Time) that can show
you the time spent in different apps so you can identify problem
areas. Conversely, it can show you the times when you didn’t have
your eyes glued to the phone so you can try to recreate the conditions
of those relatively phone-free days. If your problem is with a

CONSTANT COMPANION

63%

of people rarely visit the restroom
without their phone

23%

have taken a work-related
call in the bathroom
Source: Asurion

particular app, you can use the tool to set a limit, after which the app
will be locked. This can be especially helpful if your child has a hard
time pulling themselves away from the iPad, for instance. Think of it
as a digital nanny who can play “bad cop” for you.
If you want to make it a game, try an app like Forest. With each 30minute span that you don’t check your phone, your digital forest
grows larger. You can also set goals for your time usage in a tool called
Space, which aims to help you achieve “phone/life balance.” You can
even turn your phone habit into a visualization on the home screen
with tools like Activity Bubbles and Screen Stopwatch to make the
issue more difficult to ignore.

CONVERSATION STARTERS Timely to-dos for pursuing a life well planned.

17 The number of mature trees each ton of

recycled paper saves. Each recycled ton also
saves 380 gallons of oil, three cubic yards
of landfill space, 4,000 kilowatts of energy
and 7,000 gallons of water. Source: University of
Pittsburgh

MARK YOUR CALENDAR
Tuesday, Januar y 15: Four th quar ter
estimated tax payments are due, if required.

OFFICE CLOSINGS
The office and New York Stock
Exchange will be closed Friday, Jan.
1, for New Year’s Day, Monday, Jan.
18, for Martin Luther King Jr. Day
and Monday, Feb. 15 for Presidents
Day. You can always check your
account online via Client Access.
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TIP #2: Make plans for your free time. There is power in being
intentional about how you spend your day. Think about activities
that can sub in for your phone time in your regular schedule, whether
it’s doing a quick workout, reading a book or completing a crossword
puzzle. If you keep paper and a pen nearby, you can doodle, make
a to-do list, write a letter or make a gratitude journal entry. You
also have permission to practice the radical act of doing nothing.
On the weekends and other long stretches of free time, try to plan
something you’ll look forward to so you won’t be tempted to just sit
and scroll all day.

TIP #3: Focus on MVPs: most valuable pixels. Screen detox
is harder during the pandemic because we’re relying on tech for
social connection. Nearly 79% of people said technology made them
feel connected to those who mattered most in a 2020 Getty Visual
GPS survey. Prioritize activities like reading a story to the grandkids
over Zoom or attending a virtual happy hour, which can boost your
spirits. But checking the news every 10 minutes is not essential. “If
we’re doing it because we’re bored or anxious, it’s not helpful,” Tanya
Goodin, founder of the digital well-being movement Time To Log Off,
told BBC Worklife. “People are saying they want that reassurance, but
it’s becoming a real problem and increasing anxiety.”

your mental health to create firm boundaries for device usage. That
means at the end of your workday, put your work devices away. This
will also signal to those in your household that you’re in “leisure
mode.” Single-purpose devices like e-readers also come in handy for
signaling to your family that you’re enjoying a book (instead of, say,
Candy Crush).

RECLAIM YOUR LIFE
These days, it feels like we don’t have control over much – but we
do have the power to shut off the screens and reclaim our time,
energy and attention. To get existential about it, no one is going to
wish they had spent more time on their phone at the end of their life.
We don’t want to wake up one day feeling like we’ve sacrificed too
much, Ashley Whillans, author of “Time Smart,” told Reuters. “Use
your hours deliberately, with more intention, and it will have powerful
effects on your happiness.”
Sources: eMarketer; Real Simple; Getty Visual GPS survey; BBC Worklife; Reuters

NEXT STEPS
•	If you feel like your tech habits are damaging your health,
reach out to your doctor.

TIP #4: Use different devices for work and play. We tend to

•	Focus on using your device for activities that boost your
mood, such as a video chat with a friend.

want to use our smartphones to multitask – answering work emails
on a personal cellphone, or using the work laptop for online shopping
when it’s more convenient. However, it’s better for your privacy and

•	Try removing apps that steal time from your day, and use a
screen time tracker.

Published 11/27/2020. Information subject to change.

INVESTING WELL
Confirm you’re taking advantage of any
available retirement plan employer
match. Maximize IRA contributions
early in the year so they have more time
to potentially generate tax-deferred
gains. If you are 50 or older, ask about
catch-up contributions.

LIVING WELL
If you participate in a flexible spending
account (FSA) or health savings account
(HSA), review your contribution levels to
take full advantage – without exceeding
applicable limits. If you have an FSA, use
available funds before your plan’s use-it-orlose-it deadline if there is one.

PLANNING WELL
Designate an easy-to-access place to store tax
documents as they arrive, such as original 1099
statements, which Raymond James will begin
mailing in February. Scan and save relevant
receipts. Talk to your advisor about coordinating
with your tax professional to ensure all is in order.
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Talking money as a couple (cont.)
THE MONEY CHAT: 5 QUESTIONS TO TRY
1. What three things do you most enjoy buying?
2. What are three things on your bucket list?
3. What does it mean to be good with money?
4.	How has the pandemic changed how you view our
finances?
5. What is your biggest money mistake?
Sources: CNBC.com; moneyunder30.com

conversation up a level to discuss big milestones on the horizon.
If you need help, check out the list of money conversation starters
paired with this article. The idea is to have open and honest
conversations about what you want out of life.

THERE’S AN APP FOR THAT
If your partner’s eyes glaze over every time you show them your
budgeting spreadsheet, don’t despair. Instead, try a budgeting app
that puts financial transparency at your partner’s fingertips (some
top-rated ones include Mint and YNAB). Choose one with stellar
security that allows you to see assets, debt and spending trends
through charts and graphs.
Most of these apps have notifications that will prompt your
significant other to check cash flow, as well as alerts that show
when your shared spending has exceeded a preset budget. Over
time, they will become more familiar with the mix of accounts and
the ebb and flow of your money – without you having to create a
series of PowerPoint presentations.

KEEP IT SIMPLE
Can’t seem to get your spouse off the sidelines when it comes
to money matters? It might be time to simplify. Here are a few
examples. If you’re going through a complex bill-paying process
to earn cash back on a credit card, switch tactics and set up bill
pay through your bank for all-in-one convenience. If you have a
sprawling number of accounts to keep track of, consolidate a bit so

it’s not so daunting. Your advisor can also offer some guidance and
help you find a path forward.
Consolidation can make it easier for the lesser involved spouse
should they ever need to step in. It also prepares for the eventual
decline of financial decision-making ability as we age, which is
“extremely common,” Daniel Marson, a neurology professor at the
University of Alabama at Birmingham, told Kiplinger. “Just the fact
that you’re 70 or 80 years old may be impacting your financial skills.”
Once you’ve streamlined, upload a list of accounts and instructions
for accessing them into a secure online vault. Lindsay Cook, coauthor of “Money Fight Club,” advocates for this in a column for the
Financial Times, saying she has exchanged online credentials with
her husband using the password manager LastPass.

BUILD RAPPORT WITH YOUR PROS
The professionals in your corner (advisor, accountant, estate
attorney, etc.) should be working with both partners in a household.
You don’t need to be equally involved in every little detail if that’s
not your style, but it’s important that each person knows who to
turn to in the event one partner dies or becomes incapacitated. This
is especially crucial when an advisor is putting together a financial
plan – if one spouse is left out of the conversation, there might be a
missing piece of information that can dramatically impact planning.
If your significant other doesn’t seem to have time now to dive
deeper into the finances, continue to offer opportunities for their
voice to be heard and keep them updated. If they ever want or need
to take the lead, they’ll be ready.
Sources: 2019 UBS Investor Watch; 2018 TD Bank Love & Money Survey; farnoosh.tv;
Kiplinger; Financial Times

NEXT STEPS
•	Schedule regular financial date nights with your partner
to maintain an open dialogue.
•	If you need to harmonize on spending and cash flow, try
a budgeting app.
•	Talk to your advisor about how you can get your partner
more involved in planning for the big picture.

Conquer your paper clutter
Do you tend to hold on to mail with personal information, stacking it up with the intention to shred? Switching to
digital delivery can be a more secure option for bills, tax documents and bank statements. You can even get this
newsletter, and your statement, sent to you digitally by selecting paperless delivery in Client Access.
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